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its activities, the attitudes a person will gi\ie effect to any object that acts as an intenrlediary

the response and the object in question.
'- rndividual in the environment will show its attitude towards the environment,so the impact on the
lnment itself through the display of attitude in zupporting and not supporting the environment as an

&at is domiciled inplace.
rMfitrrmde in a person or individual shallprovide a response to vrhat he will do.
ilfltkmronse was created in response to the stanqe taken by the individual, creating groductivity expected by

WSIONARY LEADERSHIP POSITION IN INCREASING
PRODUCTIVITY

Togu Harlen Lbn. Raja
Mercu Buana University Jakarta
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ABSTRACT

^u'.lership style a leader will affect the behavior and attitude changes that afect the performance of the

"'rp,Jers in pedorming their duties.
x;h of the activities underlaken by the organizationls human resources in the organization so that
'\--')urces are managed in an efort to create a high organizational productivity.
-,.erall activity in the organization is the actualization of the attitudes and characteristics of leadership
r :sfunction as a leader.
it'::aneU leadership is a necessity for any organization today because working would increase the
Mlowennent of all available resources within the organization.
^r"c Juture is uncertain so it should be anticipated early on circamstances that will come so that visionary
uw:ership iS prepared to meet the challenges of thefuUre.
itt*;-::rlarl leadership wiU be able to increase the productivity of the organization's work as a sense of
'va: r',: nsibil ity for I ead er s h ip on or ganiz at i on a l c o n d it io ns in the fu ture.

mml\YORDS : attitude leadership, visionary and productivill imnrovement.

UT"IITTJDE OF LEADERSHIP

'Wlhm mlking about leadership it is related to who are the leaders because each leader has a style or q/pe
lrrm na,lership respectively.
'1{lr uhieve a better work productivity within the organization change leadership style influe,nce human
llilrrilm ,ror or attitudes which will inpact on human performance in iarrying out its activities.
iflrlllmsi,:,n's attitude will affect his feelings when looking at an object so that it can provide support or not
,ilultmm:rt the object around it.
,&ilffiruoJe is a pattern of behavior, tendencies or anticipatory readiness, predisposition to adapt in social
ilffumr,om, or sinply attitude is a response to social stimuli that have been conditioned. (Allen, Guy &
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Sensitivity leader attitude toward existing object will create:a positive response to be :,,r.*m
management in carrying out their duties in rnnaging the potential that exists in the organizah:r
Visionary leadership will be the needs of the organization as it will be able to maintain the ::the organization in the future so that it will avoid the failure of the :::
For it has become thought leaders in each organization to prepare future leaders
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Note:

ROSENBFRG & Hovland schematic CONCEPTION OF ATTITUDE
(Adapted from Fishbein & Ajzen,1975)

Affective response is a response to synpathetic terrrs and statement of affection atai.emotion'
opinion someone objects to something.

In conducting his behavior then everyone will be influeneed by several factors around its enviro'.'.,",*nrrruil
both intemal and external.

{urt I-ewin in Brigharr! 1991 says that there is a relationship model behavior is behavior (B) is a fi.rn:n,,*mmr
characteristic of the individual (I) and Environment (E).
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:n te development of that behavior must be managed well so that human behavior can be planned well in
*r,ing out its activities in the futme to run the lives of individuals and organizations.

'.lavior must be controlled so as to provide a positive influence on achievement and behavior can
lie:rmine the success of individuals and organizations.
fr,:ih the alrangement of human behavior then any man can plan what will doing on the future with the
irilr, : : e1us1nto1 of high productivity.
ie',elopment is giving birth to a new theory called: "THE TIIEORY OF PLANNED BEIL4.\'IOR".
m te theory of planned behavior that attitudes toward a behavior is influenced by the belief that such
)u:..iot will bring results diingingkan or not. Beliefs about what is normative behavior (which is
m:c-cted by othen) and the motivation to act in accordance with the established norms of normative
lr;cctations opinion within the individual. (Saifuddin Anwar, 1988).

Attitude
toward the

behavior

dffid

WORY OF PLA|{NBD BEHAVIOR (From Ajzen, in Brigham, 1991)

m!m-\DERSHIP
Shruffi-t'lng of leadership that has existed since time immemorial which at the time of the king's royal
llluuulcet-<hip is having success where he can rule the people and provide the necessities of life of its people.

;;-'rrse, this success can not be separated from the leadership role held by leaders who are able to meet
.uarities covered by the organization of the kingdom
uiership development to date also took place where many of today's organizations both large and small

tions, bureaucratic organizations, professional associations and community organizations.
rocation of organizational development is highly influenced by the leadership in any organization

themselves.
X960, Bird, 1940

.eadership are:
and Stogdil,1948, says that there are 6 categories ofpersonal factors associated

l,"ipacity.
.rrcaievement.

il":r-ponsibility.
I'uecipation.

Behavior
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5. Status.
6. Situation.

Furthermore Sudarwan Danirq 2010 says that leadership is any action taken by individuals rr
coordinate and direction to individual members ot gto,rpr who are members oi a particular c -
achieve the goals thbt have been previously determirr"a. 

-

Sarros and Butchatsky, 1996 said: kadership is defined as the behavior of influenching furpos.:,
to Contribute to a commonly agreed goals for the benefit of the individual as well as the orgar- r.
the common good.
When we talk about leadership that can not be separated from the supreme leader as the
organization.
Leaders will conduct management activities
on the leadership of the leader.
Every leader has the power provided by
management in the organization.

in the organization and success of management ar.'

the rules and regulations in carrying out the acti --.t"rrrr$i

French and Raven, 1968 say say that the powers held by the leaders come frorn
1. Reward power is based on the perceptions of subordinates that the leader has the abilitv and

, 3J""J#i.,?:#U:nXi:fiil:ll*,tT":ff"'.?*es that the reader has the aruLih,i
penalties for subordinates who do not follow the directive leader.

3. Legitimate power is based on the perceptions of subordinates that the leader has the righr
infl uence and authority.

4' Referent power based on subordinate identification of the figure of the leader. The leaders ca1 r . irrl

inlluence for personal characteristics, reputation or charismi.
5' Expert power is based on the perceptions of subordinates that the leader is someone r.vhc :.rur

cofipetence and the expertise in the field.

\TSIONARY LEADERSHIP

A leader must have a way of looking ahead with a vision called and applied thrcugh the missior
will lead the organization to look to the future,
This time it is one of the requirements to be a formal leader must have vision and mission from the ;r
prepared when the opporrunity arose for him to be a leader.
vISIoN is a foresight of what will achieved in the future that
hope this will change better than curent conditions.
MISSION is to be taken to reach the expectations
For a leader who wants to be successful must have a clear
measured levels of achievement.
There are several requirements for a leader who wants to be successful are:
l ' Having a clear vision of where each leader has a clear goal of what would be achieved in the furr:
2. Caninspire means that a leader can provide role models and the subordinates.
3' Can communicate well with each leader must be able to hold any communication to the par:r*'

$dng and carr5'ing out these activities for both internal and extemai to the organi zation
4' Canmotivate all components in the organization so as to glve a good conhibudon to the organizan:n5' Strong to the constraints faced by organizations that Jo not cause a rapid fade prustasi spr.:; d

themselves and for their subordinates.
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starts from the current state where

in the future through
vision and mission can be

6.

7.

Broad-minded which a leader has the experience and broad thinking.
Imagrnative thinking which has the mindset of a leader with good scientific methods so that
make decisions in a rational and objective.

8' Bold and resolute in which every leader must have the courage to say what is wrong and ri.rr
accordance with the real facts.
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-::n each leader also has models of different leadership that can leader in his leadership.
;".Jership skills discussed by many observers to describe the relationship between leaders and
rl.r.L:':'rdinates who have different characteristics between the characteristics of the leader and subordinate
:;n*:acteristics.

- :;acteristics leaders have an influence on the achievement of the organization's performance as it will
:l: t effect to the productivity of labor members or subordinates who are in the organization.

*r -.lus time there are many leadership models such as:': Leadership character models (models of leadership traits) that describes the nafirre of each leader
attached to each leader.

I Sihrational leadership model that describes the situation as a major determinant underlying the
success of any leader in an organization. This model is a development of the character models of
leadership where the leader of a person's success is based on the circumstance or situation.

-1. Effective leadership model that describes two dimensions:
a. The institutional dimensions of irstitutional structure that describes the extent to construct

relationships of hurnan groups in order to achieve orgaanisasi. Can also explained that an
effective pemimpion will drive the achievement of high laborproductivity.

b. Dimensional considerations that explain how the working relationship between leaders and
subordinates good attention to performance, social needs (recognition, awards, job
satisfaction) and good communication between leaders and subordinates ie two-way
communication.

-r Contingency leadership model in which the model is to give attention to the harmony between
personality characteristics and leadership behavior and situational circumstances.

:: The model of transformational leadership with transformational leadership where a leader can
enphasize the need to motivate their subordinates to carry out their responsibilities more than
they expect and should also be able to define, communicate and articulate the organization's
rision and subordinates must accept and acknowledge the credibility of leaders. (Bums, 1978).

fr'::::runore Yammarino and Bas, 1990 said that transform,ational leaders articulate the organization's
rrrilr,ri- - rrf the future that is realistic, in a way that stimulates subordinates intellectually and pay attention
rlr n,: differences that are owned by their subordinates. !

rr;r,:r3ry leadership is needed at this point in the development of a very broad organization so that the
rrliirr'- r Tation's existence can survive amid high global corrpetition world.
TIh.. -.:ndition should already be anticipated by any organization when they wanted to maintain the
ffi:rlince of the organizationin the way that leaders who are ready to have prepared strategies to achieve
moa ::_:rnization.
T[:c :resence of the larger organizations due to the high labor productivity shown by all the people who
,ilrurs - :he organization.
*rumL.,:',-rng high productivity can not be separated from the role of leader in performing its responsibilities
wrrHn:-r the organization.
llumr - f the leaders in the measurements of success running the function as a leader when the leader is able

tmnil :r"i:e high productivity for the corrpany.
iiliiilr*n -: :s \€ry necessary that a visionary leader who can plan what will dicaiapinya in the future through a

Wrg:.:x of work that will be carried out by all the elements that exist in the organization.
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Visionary leaders are able to determine the direction and policies that will be taken in aclue
expectatiors on the future in order to improve its employee productivity and organization.
To achieve these expectations then a leader plays 1ts role to coordinate all of the potential tl
within the organization to work together with each other in achieving organizational goals and i:
goals.

Achieving productivity is the high price that will be retained in order to maintain the exisr:
organization in the fuhrre so that the role of leadership is crucial the successful achr..
organizational pro ductivity.
By playing his role as the leader of the leader must be able to understand the char:;:

Preparation should be planned as far as possible because it is not easy to prepare leaders ui: :,"r,nrr
vision and mission for the organization.
Preparation of inventories visionary leader who will be able to anticipate failures will h:::,nnr
company so that the organization will avoid large losses.
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